
Go Faster by Racing Smarter
Different Races Require Different Tactics

Tactic How Are You Making the Tactic Happen? When & Why to Implement: Stocking the Tactic Tool Kit

Overall Race Day Tactics

Plan a little, tri a lot
Establishing a race specific plan based on goals, 

conditioning, location, competition, and weather.

Start plan when training begins. State your major 

goal, then outline objectives to reach it. Knowing 

what you want to accomplish and how to obtain 

reinforces your commitment to the process.

Add details to your race plan as the race day draws 

nearer. Train to your strengths. Learn to love what you 

hated when you started for motivation to reach your 

big goal. Visualize specific tactics that you will use on 

race day.

Pacing

Setting splits for each leg or even shorter markers on the 

course. Factor in course and race conditions of 

topography, winds, temps, surface, and more. 

Prior to race day demonstrate in training that target 

pace is attainable and sustainable in races.   

Set time splits at known distances along the course,  by 

odometers, or GPS watches. Pace to your milestones 

set in kilometers or miles. Don't get sucked into a 

competitor's plan of going too fast or too slow to your 

interim targets. 

Steady-surge-reset
Setting variable pace targets including specific location 

or conditions for surges. 

Use at start of the race and/or the start of any leg. 

Know your plan. Execute to it on race day.

Start at steady pace, then surge midway in race and 

settle back to your fastest sustainable pace. Requires 

strength, quick physical recovery, and self-awareness 

of pacing.

Surge on demand
Increasing pace for a short time period to open up a gap 

on others without blowing up. 

When your competitors are hurting as bad as you. 

Make him hurt worse. A well-timed surge can deflate 

your competitors' mental determination and 

neutralize their ability to hang with you. 

Train for your surges with fartlek. Learn to recognize 

when your competitors are using this tactics against 

you. Either go with them and out last them or let go, 

then surge on them when no one can answer.

Fast-settle-sustain
Setting variable pace targets. Setting splits for each leg 

or even shorter markers on the course. 

Use at start of the race and/or the start of any leg. 

Can eliminate your competitors right at the start of 

any leg.

Go out fast, then settle in to your quickest sustainable 

pace. Requires strength, quick physical recovery, and 

self-awareness of pacing.

Slow-accelerate-sustain

Setting variable pace targets including a negative split. 

Setting splits for each leg or even shorter markers on the 

course. 

Use at start of the race and/or the start of any leg. 

Can eliminate your competition when you push the 

pace. 

Go out slow, then accelerate to quickest sustainable 

pace. Requires strength, quick physical recovery, and 

self-awareness of pacing.

Ease in at altitude
Going slower at the swim start compared to other races 

not considered at altitude. Especially minimize kicking. 

At any race 5,000 feet (1500 meters) or higher above 

sea level. You do not want to get into oxygen debt at 

the start of a race. As you race at higher altitudes 

you lose breathing efficiency. 

Your leg muscles require vast amounts of oxygen 

compared to your other muscles. Less kicking at the 

start can ease the affects of racing at altitude.

Hid and surge

Stalking other competitors at a distance to not be easily 

detected. Wearing race kits that blend in with other 

competitors. 

Use at start of the race or at any point of the race 

before the final stretch.

Helps to blend in with other racers without losing 

contact with the competitor your tracking.
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